
For Toigo Fellows, the benefits are beyond compare. Our team and Alumni 
network of 1,200+ minority finance leaders support your every career move. 
Our work begins as you start your MBA studies; the career support and network 
access continues as you launch your career and grow as a leader. Ready to go 
further faster in finance? Become a Toigo Fellow. 

Unparalleled network. Our Alumni network is one of the most active professional groups in the country. 
Toigos are leaders within top organizations in a mix of industries. We sit on boards of Fortune 500 
corporations and Silicon Valley start-ups. We invest billions in capital. We are entrepreneurs, CEOs, 
CIOs, managing directors—and more.

Map your career. Not sure of your career move post-MBA? Focused on finance and ready to forge 
ahead? Either way, Toigo can help—starting with your summer internship, your first full-time position, 
and beyond. As a Toigo Fellow, you gain unparalleled access to top firms and professionals to go 
where you want.

•	Private Equity
•	Venture Capital
•	FinTech
•	Hedge
•	Investment Banking

Beyond Wall Street. Toigo has its roots in finance, but our reach goes well beyond traditional Wall 
Street finance roles. Our team supports Fellows and Alumni as they pursue finance careers in a 
range of industries and levels of leadership at the most sought-after organizations:

Apple     Bank of America   BlackRock 
Bloomberg   The Carlyle Group   Goldman Sachs & Co. 
Google    Facebook   Intel 
JP Morgan    KKR   Microsoft
Target    Time Warner   Uber Technologies
White House | Office of the President

Qualifications to Become a Fellow.

•	Ethnic minority
•	Focused on utilizing finance to leverage your career
•	Applying to or accepted into an accredited US-based two-year graduate program, including but not 

limited to MBA, JD/MBA, Masters in Real Estate, Masters in Finance

•	Investment Management
•	Asset Management
•	Real Estate (acquisitions, development)
•	Public Pension Investing
•	Emerging Markets

“No other organization even comes close in connecting you with 
leaders in the finance industry.” —Toigo Fellow, HBS Class of 2018

Fellowship That Takes You Further
Ready to Lead? 

Toigo’s mission is to find and 
support tomorrow’s leaders today. 

Log on and learn more about why becoming a Toigo 
Fellow is a smart move—and if you’re qualified.

Application Start (live online)
January 2, 2017

Application Due
March 27, 2017

                   Hold The Date
                   MBA Catapult 2017

April 30 – May 3, 2017  Newark, NJ

Final round of Toigo Fellow selection is MBA Catapult 
—a four-day intensive where you’ll meet hiring firms 
(including summer internships), learn about a range 

of finance career paths, and meet Toigo Alumni. 
Prospective Fellows will be interviewed and 

evaluated during the event; Toigo Fellow 
MBA Class of 2019 will be 
announced in early June.

Questions?
Review the Toigo Fellowship 

zone on our website,
then send us a note at 

apply@toigofoundation.org 

www.ToigoFoundation.org

Toigo briging diversity to life
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